
1Seat cushionsInterior

With flexible natural rubber latex at the centre, and a firm three-part support
structure, this is the Bodydoctor 3D Roundback - a cushion specialised for
lumbar support, to help reduce aches and pains during driving, for a more
comfortable driving experience.

Directions:
Place centrally with the logo label facing upwards. Sit down, and adjust so your
lumbar is surrounded and supported. Seat height will be affected, so adjust as
necessary.

Body Doctor Round Back - Classic Black
Classic Black 1 pc

4975759025016

ZV9H57FJUKMPKLQV

02501

610 535 440W H D mm

Case dimension

9.1 kg

Case weight

10
Case unit

LL-1
Control No.

Spec info.

JAN code

With flexible natural rubber latex at the centre, and a firm three-part support
structure, this is the Bodydoctor 5D Roundback - a cushion specialised for
lumbar support, to help reduce aches and pains during driving, for a more
comfortable driving experifill

Directions:
Place centrally with the logo label facing upwards. Sit down, and adjust so your
lumbar is surrounded and supported. Seat height will be affected, so adjust as
necessary.

Body Doctor Round Back - California Orange
California Orange 1 pc

4975759025023

ZV9H57FJUKMPKMNV

02502

610 535 440W H D mm

Case dimension

9.1 kg

Case weight

10
Case unit

LL-2
Control No.

Spec info.

JAN code

Combining natural rubber latex with a specialised ultra-flexible material in a
"stretch 3D" construction, this Bodydoctor automobile seat cushion perfectly fits
the shape of the seat and your body to even out and alleviate the stresses and
pressures on your lower body during driving.

Directions:
Place centrally with the logo label facing upwards, and the thinner part facing
forwards. Seat height will be affected, so adjust as necessary.

Body Doctor Stretchfit - Classic Black
Classic Black 1 sheet

4975759025115

ZV9H57FJUKMPLLPV

02511

635 427 446W H D mm

Case dimension

9.0 kg

Case weight

10
Case unit

LL-11
Control No.

Spec info.

JAN code

Combining natural rubber latex with a specialised ultra-flexible material in a
"stretch 5D" construction, this Bodydoctor automobile seat cushion perfectly fits
the shape of the seat and your body to even out and alleviate the stresses and
pressures on yofill pouch.

Body Doctor Stretchfit - California Orange
California Orange 1 sheet

4975759025122

ZV9H57FJUKMPLMMV

02512

635 427 446W H D mm

Case dimension

9.0 kg

Case weight

10
Case unit

LL-12
Control No.

Spec info.

JAN code
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An original Soft99 model in the Bodydoctor series, Basic Backup uses highly
flexible and elastic natural rubber latex to fit perfectly in the gap between the
back and automobile seats. Perfect for combining with Bodydoctor Basic
Seaton.

Directions:
Place centrally with the logo label facing upwards. Seat position will be
affected, so adjust as necessary.

Body Doctor 3D Basic Backup
1 pc

4975759025313

ZV9H57FJUKMPNLNV

02531

432 424 318W H D mm

Case dimension

6.7 kg

Case weight

10
Case unit

LL-31
Control No.

Spec info.

JAN code

An original Soft99 model in the Bodydoctor series, Basic Backup uses highly
flexible and elastic natural rubber latex to provide even support and cushioning
for the hips and thighs. Perfect for combining with Bodydoctor Basic Backup.

Directions:
Place centrally with the logo label facing upwards, and the thinner part facing
forwards. Seat height will be affected, so adjust as necessary.

Body Doctor 3D Basic Seaton
1 sheet

4975759025320

ZV9H57FJUKMPNMKV

02532

418 444 316W H D mm

Case dimension

6.6 kg

Case weight

10
Case unit

LL-32
Control No.

Spec info.

JAN code

Bodydoctor natural rubber latex in a compact and casual style, Multifit Ponto
provide support from the lower back to the thighs. Suitable for use in vehicles,
or at home or in the office, Multifit Ponto comes in 5 colours. 

Directions:
Place with the logo label facing upwards and raise up the hip support (triangular
cushion) so the zip is on the inside. Sit down, and adjust the hip support to fit
the seat. Seat height will be affected, so adjust as necessary.

Body Doctor Multifit Ponto - Mocha Brown
Mocha Brown 1 pc

4975759025214

ZV9H57FJUKMPMLOV

02521

585 370 410W H D mm

Case dimension

7.9 kg

Case weight

10
Case unit

LL-21
Control No.

Spec info.

JAN code

Bodydoctor natural rubber latex in a compact and casual style, Multifit Ponto
provide support from the lower back to the thighs. Suitable for use in vehicles,
or at home or in the office, Multifit Ponto comes in 7 colours. 

Directions:
Place with the logo label facing upwards and raise up the hip support (triangular
cushion) so the zip is on the inside. Sit down, and adjust the hip support to fit
the seat. Seat height will be affected, so adjust as necessary.

Body Doctor Multifit Ponto - Indigo Blue
Indigo Blue 1 pc

4975759025221

ZV9H57FJUKMPMMLV

02522

585 370 410W H D mm

Case dimension

7.9 kg

Case weight

10
Case unit

LL-22
Control No.

Spec info.

JAN code
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Bodydoctor natural rubber latex in a compact and casual style, Multifit Ponto
provide support from the lower back to the thighs. Suitable for use in vehicles,
or at home or in the office, Multifit Ponto comes in 8 colours.

Directions:
Place with the logo label facing upwards and raise up the hip support (triangular
cushion) so the zip is on the inside. Sit down, and adjust the hip support to fit
the seat. Seat height will be affected, so adjust as necessary.

Body Doctor Multifit Ponto - Marine White
Marine White 1 pc

4975759025238

ZV9H57FJUKMPMNSV

02523

585 370 410W H D mm

Case dimension

7.9 kg

Case weight

10
Case unit

LL-23
Control No.

Spec info.

JAN code

Bodydoctor natural rubber latex in a compact and casual style, Multifit Ponto
provide support from the lower back to the thighs. Suitable for use in vehicles,
or at home or in the office, Multifit Ponto comes in 9 colours.

Directions:
Place with the logo label facing upwards and raise up the hip support (triangular
cushion) so the zip is on the inside. Sit down, and adjust the hip support to fit
the seat. Seat height will be affected, so adjust as necessary.

Body Doctor Multifit Ponto - Dark Red
Dark Red 1 pc

4975759025245

ZV9H57FJUKMPMOPV

02524

585 370 410W H D mm

Case dimension

7.9 kg

Case weight

10
Case unit

LL-24
Control No.

Spec info.

JAN code

Bodydoctor natural rubber latex in a compact and casual style, Multifit Ponto 
provide support from the lower back to the thighs. Suitable for use in vehicles,
or at home or in the office, Multifit Ponto comes in 10 colours.

Directions:
Place with the logo label facing upwards and raise up the hip support (triangular
cushion) so the zip is on the inside. Sit down, and adjust the hip support to fit
the seat. Seat height will be affected, so adjust as necessary.

Body Doctor Multifit Ponto - Rich Black 
Rich Black 1 pc

4975759025252

ZV9H57FJUKMPMPMV

02525

585 370 410W H D mm

Case dimension

7.9 kg

Case weight

10
Case unit

LL-25
Control No.

Spec info.

JAN code


